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Types of Vessels: A cargo ship or freighter is
a merchant ship that carries cargo, goods,
and materials from one port to another.
Thousands of cargo carriers ply the world's
seas and oceans each year, handling the bulk
of international trade. Cargo ships are usually
specially designed for the task, often being
equipped with cranes and other mechanisms
to load and unload, and come in all sizes.
Today, they are almost always built of welded
steel, and with some exceptions generally
have a life expectancy of 25 to 30 years before
being scrapped.

vehicle ferries and cargo ships carrying
truck trailers but the major type used for
the transport of road vehicles is the car
carrier. These slab-sided vessels feature
multiple vehicle decks comprising parking
lanes, linked by internal ramps with
access to the shore provided by one or
more loading ramp.

Cargo Vessels are divided into three types
A- Dry Cargo – Ro-ro Ships, Container
vessels, Bulk carriers, General cargo ships,
Project cargo / Heavylift vessels, Reefer
Ships, Livestock carriers. Etc
B- Liquid Cargo – Tankers . Diﬀerent types
of tankers are Crude Oil Tankers,
Chemical Tankers and Product Tankers.
C- Gas Cargo – Gas carriers carrying
diﬀerent gasses eg: Liqueﬁed Natural gas,
LPG etc.
DRY CARGO SHIPS
1. Roll on – Roll oﬀ: Roll on-Roll oﬀ or
Ro-vessels come in many forms including

2. Container vessels have become the
main way of transporting manufactured
goods around the world. A container can
be transferred between truck, train, and
ship relatively easily and is a standard size
to simplify transportation. It is known as
multi modal means of transport.
Containers can accommodate anything
from foodstuﬀs to electrical equipment to
automobiles. Containers are also used to
transport bagged and palletized goods,
liquids, and refrigerated cargo. Container
vessels are used predominantly on liner
routes and are some of the biggest
vessels aﬂoat.

Name

Capacity
(TEU)
Twenty Foot
Equivalent Units

Length

Beam

Draft

Ultra Large Container
Vessel (ULCV)

14,501 and higher

366 m and
longer

49 m and
wider

15.2 m and /
or deeper

New Panamax
(or Neopanamax)

10,000–14,500

366 m

49 m

15.2 m

Post-Panamax

5,101–10,000

Panamax

3,001–5,100

294.13 m

32.31 m

12.04 m

Feedermax

2,001–3,000

Feeder

1,001–2,000

Small feeder

Up to 1,000

3. General Cargo Vessels: Although largely
replaced by bulk and container carriers,
general cargo vessels still operate
throughout the world.

There may be specialized handling facilities
for such cargo, but usually loading and
unloading are carried out using cranes and
straps (for boxes) or slings (for bags). Cargo
is usually in the form of pallets or bags and
is known as breakbulk
4. Bulk Carriers: For dry cargoes with a

high weight to cost ratio such as coal,
grain, and ore, economies of scale have
produced the modern bulk carrier.
These usually large vessels are divided
up into several separate holds covered
by hatches. One of the many diﬀerent
types of maritime vessels, on this one,
cargo will usually be unloaded into
hoppers and will then be transferred by
conveyor to silos or open storage,
smaller vessels may discharge directly
into road vehicles. Some of the vessels
are geared (have cranes and grabs) to
perform the cargo operations at ports
which do not have the equipment. Some
bulk carriers are specially suited to
trade as tramps or liner service – like the
“lakers” which are narrow in width and
longer in length adapted to carry
cargoes into the US / CANADA great
lakes region.

TYPE OF BULK CARRIERS
LENGTH
OVERALL
IN MTRS

BEAM
IN MTRS

GEARED/
HAVING
CRANES
(YES/NO)

NUMBER
OF HOLDS

TYPE

DEADWEIGHT

DRAUGHT
IN MTRS

HANDYSIZE

32000

10.2

179.9

28.4

YES

5

SUPRAMAX

52000

12.2

199

32.2

YES

5

ULTRAMAX

62000

13

200

32.24

YES

5

PANAMAX

75000

14.1

225

32.26

NO

7

KAMSARMAX

82000

14.5

229

32.26

NO

7

POST - PANAMAX

98000

14.6

240

38

NO

7

CAPESIZE

172000

17.95

289

45

NO

9

ULOC(VALEMAX)

400000

23

362

65

NO

9

5. Reefer Vessels: Reefer Vessels are ships
designed to carry a refrigerated cargo
usually comprising perishable goods such
as fruit or meat. Cargo is stowed in holds
which are then sealed and temperature
controlled. Nowadays, traditional reefer
vessels have been largely replaced by the
use of reefer containers which may be
carried on board a container vessel.
7. Livestock carriers: are often converted
from other types of maritime vessels and
are equipped with pens for large numbers
of animals. The main considerations
during the transport of livestock are
adequate ventilation, food, and water, but
also the ability of the reception facilities
at the destination port to handle
the cargo.
6. Tugs: Modern tugs vessels are highly
maneuverable with pulling power (bollard
pull) sometimes in excess of 100 tonnes,
although harbor tugs are generally much
less powerful. This kind of ship is also
used to assist the most maneuverable
vessels during periods of bad weather or
when carrying dangerous or polluting
cargoes

8. Heavy-lift vessels / Project Cargo
Vessels: These, mostly purpose-built,
vessels specialize in the transport of
extremely heavy or bulky objects such as
other
ships
and
large
industrial
components. Some heavy-lift vessels are
equipped with high capacity cranes to
load at ports without a heavy-lift
capability.

10. Product
Carriers/Tankers:
Product
carriers vessels, which are generally
smaller than crude carriers, transport the
reﬁned products from larger terminals to
smaller ports around the world. Products
carried can include petroleum, jet fuel,
diesel, asphalt, lubricating oil, and tar.
Smaller tankers are also used to transport
non-petroleum bulk liquids such as
molasses and palm oil.

LIQUID CARGO SHIPS

11. Chemical Carrier/Tankers: Chemical
carriers ships usually have a deadweight
of 5,000-40,000 tons and often have
specialized cargo systems suited to the
type of cargo carried. These systems can
include heating or cooling apparatus and
advanced cleaning systems to ensure the
purity of cargo is maintained when loaded
into a tank that may have previously
carried something diﬀerent.

9. Crude Carriers: The largest ships aﬂoat
are the Very Large Crude Carriers
(VLCCs) and the Ultra Large Crude
Carriers (ULCCs). These types of
maritime vessels are designed to load
crude oil and transport it to reﬁneries
around the world where it can be
processed into petroleum products. The
largest crude carriers often load and
unload at oﬀshore buoys and terminals as
they are too large to enter most ports.

GAS CARRIERS
12. Liqueﬁed Gas Carriers: Another one
among the diﬀerent types of maritime
vessels, Liqueﬁed gas carriers ships began
as converted oil tankers but have evolved
into highly specialized purpose-built
vessels. Designed to carry Liqueﬁed
Petroleum Gas (LPG) or Liqueﬁed Natural
Gas (LNG) under pressure, the cargo tanks

are generally spherical for strength. LNG carriers are usually larger than those carrying LPG,
the largest LNG carriers are the ‘Q-Flex’ vessels with a gas capacity of up to 266,000 cubic
meters.

Gas carriers can be divided into ﬁve diﬀerent categories according to the cargo carried and the
carriage condition.
•

Fully pressurised ships.

•

Semi-pressurised ships.

•

Ethylene ships.

•

Fully refrigerated LPG ships.

•

LNG ships.
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QUESTION OF THE MONTH
Insured XYZ Corporation has imported used cars consignment from EFG Motors, Japan.
Consignment carrying 10 CBUs of used Cars was dispatched from Yokohama port, Japan To
JNPT, Mumbai ,India in container No X005.
Vessel carrying the car container arrives at JNPT port, Mumbai. On arrival, the vessel was set to
unload the containers using gantry cranes.
While unloading the container No X005 by cranes, the said container fell on the quay inside the
port.
Due to heavy impact on the container. Surveyor deputed immediately and observed that all
the CBUs are found in completely damaged condition.
Policy coverage is as per Institute Cargo Clause – (B) 2009
Will this claim be payable under the policy?

Answer of last month’s Question (March 2022):
Claim is not tenable for following Consignment was imported on CIF basis hence insurance was a responsibility of seller in Australia.
The loss had occurred during storage which is not covered as per policy terms i.e. Institute Cargo
Clause (B)
Peril operated i.e. rain water does not fall in policy terms as per Institute Cargo Clause (B)
Persons who answered correctly :
1. Kiran Mohanty – Harsha Engineers International Ltd.
2. Punit Pandya – New India Assurance Co. Ltd
3. Mohmed Famim Askar – Stenhouse Insurance Brokers Private Ltd.
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